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The “urgency” of infringement in justifiable defense is a term of Japanese 
justifiable defense system. As one of the premise elements of implementing 
justifiable defense, the “urgency” corresponds with the “ongoing unlawful 
infringement” ruled by Chinese criminal law. In view of fair judgment, to judge 
cases involved in justifiable defense, when many of our courts identify the 
“ongoing unlawful infringement” always transcend the “ongoing” time range. 
They would extent to regard the “ongoing unlawful infringement” as the 
“urgency unlawful infringement”. However, the theoretical scope of the 
“urgency unlawful infringement” is extremely wide and its contents are very 
complex. Besides, there are few domestic scholars carrying on systematic study 
on it. Considering the difficulties exist in judging the premise elements of 
justifiable defense in judicial practice, this essay will focus on discussing the 
problem of “urgency”. 
At present, as to “urgency”, theory fields mainly set food in defining the 
beginning and the end of the unlawful infringement. They discussed it without 
combining defender’s some subjective factors and preparation of defensive 
tools factors. In addition, when handling the beginning and the end of the 
unlawful infringement problems, theory fields often adopt some general 
traditional theory, which is hard to solve the specific problems in practice. This 
essay is divided into four charters: The first part is the relationship between 
future violation and “urgency”. It mainly discusses the judgment standard on 
the urgency that actual violation has not started; the second part is the 
relationship between past violation and “urgency”. It is mainly about how to 
judge the violation that has passed on the surface whether still possesses 
continuity or possibility of implementation again or not; the third part focuses 
on the relationship between defender precognitions of violation and “urgency”. 













defender exist the precognition of future violation and some related duty 
ignorant and defence preparation factors; the fourth part is the relationship 
between the willing to implement active infringe and “urgency”. It centers on 
discussing that under the situation where defender exist precognition but still  
has the willing to hurt others whether will affect the urgency judgment or not 
and elements theory problems of active violation wills in justifiable defense. 
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